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DIAMOND TECH TILES DEBUT THE SANIBEL COLLECTION BY STUDIO S

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – Tampa, FL —
August 1, 2016 –DIAMOND TECH TILES
introduces the beautiful SANIBEL
Collection glass tiles. World renowned
for its shelling, the beaches of Sanibel
Island in South Florida are the inspiration
and namesake for this lush line.
Designed by Studio S designer, Sylvie
Antanasio, the SANIBEL Collection
mingles porcelain backed shell with
shimmering back-painted 8 mm glossy,
textured and matte glass to create a
unique look.
“It’s just enough jewelry to give it the ‘oomph’ that would give somebody that designer look at an
affordable cost” says Sylvie Antanasio “and that’s really what my designs are about, to enable people to
beautify their homes at an affordable price”.
Glass tiles have decorated homes, businesses and structures for ages, and as its appeal broadens, so too
does the range of ways you can incorporate the stunning material into your designs. From backsplashes
and countertops to shower and tub walls, glass offers a strikingly beautiful alternative to other kinds of
tile. Diamond Tech Tiles’ goal is to offer a broad range of gorgeous and exquisite pieces to the masses.
The naturally uneven surface of the shell highlights its prismatic color while textured glass, cast from the
subtly stippled nautilus shell, captures and reflects light like the sun shining down on bay waters. Add in
matte glass, opalescent like sea glass washed upon the shore and glossy glass, shimmering with a backpainting reminiscent of the sheen on a pearl this line is sure to drum up thoughts of a beachside getaway.
The SANIBEL Collection is durable, easy to maintain and suitable for all vertical surfaces. It is offered in a
3/8” and 5/8” staggered mosaic sheet. In stock and ready to ship, the SANIBEL Collection is available in
Ocean Mist, Silver Bay, Conch Shell and Dockside.
For additional information or a free catalog, call toll-free 1-800-937-9593 or visit the DIAMOND TECH
TILES’ website at www.dttiles.com
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About Diamond Tech Tiles

Respect, dedication and service; these are the core values of the Daniels Corporation, the family-owned and privately
held company that owns Diamond Tech Tiles. These core values guide us in all aspects of our business life. Established
in 2004, Diamond Tech Tiles continues to strive to bring to market innovative, beautiful and affordable tile products.
Today our products are used in both exterior and interior design applications around the world. We offer a variety of
tile lines each with a distinctive look and feel to maximize design possibilities. We attribute our success not only to new
innovative tile products but to the strong relationships we have forged with our customers over the years. We look
forward to servicing the tile industry for many years to come. 5600 Airport Blvd, Suite C; Tampa, FL 33634

